Early warning signals of sudden regime shifts are a widely studied phenomenon for their ability to quantify a system's proximity to a tipping point to a new and contrasting dynamical regime. However, this effect has been little studied in the context of the complex interactions between disease dynamics and vaccinating behaviour. Our objective was to determine whether critical slowing down (CSD) occurs in a multiplex network that captures opinion propagation on one network layer and disease spread on a second network layer. We parameterized a network simulation model to represent a hypothetical self-limiting, acute, vaccine-preventable infection with shortlived natural immunity. We tested five different network types: random, lattice, small-world, scale-free, and an empirically derived network. For the first four network types, the model exhibits a regime shift as perceived vaccine risk moves beyond a tipping point from full vaccine acceptance and disease elimination to full vaccine refusal and disease endemicity. This regime shift is preceded by an increase in the spatial correlation in non-vaccinator opinions beginning well before the bifurcation point, indicating CSD. The early warning signals occur across a wide range of parameter values. However, the more gradual transition exhibited in the empirically-derived network underscores the need for further research before it can be determined whether trends in spatial correlation in real-world social networks represent critical slowing down. The potential upside of having this monitoring ability suggests that this is a worthwhile area for further research.
where Φ is a sigmoid function such that Φ(∞) = 1, Φ(−∞) = 0, 149 Φ(0) = 0.5 as described in previous models (opinion change event) 
where c is the ratio of perceived vaccine risk to perceived disease risk, 160 and ξ = cn c I is the ratio of the vaccination incentive to the perceived 161 disease risk. Since changes in perceived vaccine risk are controlled 162 through changes in c, we will vary c in our analysis. We assume the 163 vaccine is perfectly efficacious.
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• With probability , v changes opinions (random opinion change event).
165
That is, if Θ(v) = ν, set Θ(v) = η and vice-versa.
166
• If the opinion of a node changes to vaccinator, then their physical state 167 changes to immunized immediately. If they change back to a non-168 vaccinator, they become susceptible immediately. 169 We applied synchronized updating to the network: the change in state re-170 sulting from each rule is stored and applied after every rule is checked, so 171 the order of the above steps does not matter.
172
The result of these rules is a feedback loop where, depending on the rel- and non-vaccinator strategies is steeper, and the population transition from non-vaccinator to vaccinator strategies is therefore sharper, yielding a critical transition. However, we will use the more general term 'regime shift' 187 throughout this paper, since the transition can be made more or less abrupt 188 by changing the value of β. 189
Early Warning Signal Analysis 190
As the system approaches a regime shift, the dominant eigenvalue of 191 the underlying dynamical system will approach zero. Therefore, it will take 192 longer for the system to recover from perturbations to the steady state. In where infected individuals never recover ( Figure 5) . 347 We observe that the rise in the natural logarithm of lag-1 SC begins well 348 before the number of non-vaccinators begins to increase appreciably (com- have been on account of the greater heterogeneity of the network structure 371 causing lack of a sharp transition to non-vaccinating behaviour.
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